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Abstract

Due to specific conditions for electronic equipment in satellites and high launching costs, dependability issues of satellite subsystems are of great importance. This paper presents the PPLD-PSU subsystem designed for Polish payload of the BRITÉ-PL Hevelius microsatellite. When developing software for this system, we have assured some dependability requirements related to testing this equipment before launching (exhaustive external and internal self-testing) and during the whole mission (on-line monitoring). Moreover, special mechanisms have been included to support remote reprogramming. In the paper we also analyze various possible fault effects (transient, intermittent and permanent) and methods of mitigating them locally or remotely.
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Problem niezawodności w podsystemie PPLD-PSU dla mikrosateliety BRITE-PL Heveliusz
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1. Introduction

The BRITÉ-PL, a Polish part of BRITÉ international constellation of six microsatellites is an example of a new approach in conducting space research, i.e. using small and relatively cheap, micro- or nano- sized satellites (1 to 100 kg of total wet mass). Satellites will observe stars, with the minute-range resolution and measure variations in their brightness in order to study their behavior and to infer findings regarding their internal structure. Satellites, by cooperation in the constellation, provide the capability of continuous observation lasting even weeks, a feature not available in astronomical observations up to date. BRITÉ-PL satellites assure obtaining significant scientific results at reasonable costs using equipment with slightly relaxed reliability requirements.

Space systems are the subjects of strong environmental influence and they are operated remotely which renders all repair activities impossible. The on board equipment operation in the harsh environment is subjected to physical stresses and to errors introduced by particle physic effects. Hence, an important issue is to perform intensive testing before launching [2]. The remote operation means there is no direct access to space equipment and all maintenance has to be done via radio communication links. Recently, space systems have been built using COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) elements, which assure high functionality at low cost. Unfortunately, they are susceptible to various radiation effects in the space, in particular they can result in SEU (single event upsets) [3]. These effects can be mitigated using radiation hardened elements with lower functionality and higher costs. Hence, an important issue is to mask or tolerate faults in COTS based systems. In the case of short mission experiments, we can assume that permanent faults are less probable than transient ones, so massive circuit redundancy is not required [4]. In this case we have to use software based dependability solutions. This can be enhanced with remote program reconfiguration capability. In the paper we present our experience in dependability related to the developed subsystem PPLD-PSU for the Hevelius microsatellite.

2. Overview of the PPLD-PSU subsystem

A PPLD is a Polish payload onboard of the Hevelius microsatellite. It is almost autonomous and with an additional communication module can act as a standalone satellite. It has its own solar cells and Li-Ion battery independent of the Hevelius. The PPLD-PSU is the main subsystem of the PPLD. It is designed
as a platform to handle Polish experiments on board of the Hevelius microsatellite. This is a combination of an on-board computer and a power supply unit in one device. The communication with Earth is provided by a radio link of the main satellite. Dedicated commands and telemetry are forwarded via the UART interface. The PLD-PSU can be turned on and off from the main computer of the Hevelius. This assures isolation of the PPLD from other experiments included in the Hevelius mission goal (higher dependability). The PPLD structure is shown in Fig. 1.

The heart of the PPLD-PSU is a popular ATmega128L microcontroller. It comprises 128kB of program FLASH memory, 4kB SRAM and 4kB EEPROM. Extra 32kB of external FRAM memory is used for nonvolatile data storage and as a temporary buffer for software update files. This is a new type of nonvolatile memory, which becomes more popular due to the fast read/write speed and almost infinite write cycles.

The PPLD-PSU subsystem is powered from two sets of solar cells located on the opposite walls of the Hevelius. The PPLD-PSU uses DC/DC converters and the MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) algorithm to provide the maximum efficiency of power extraction. The MPPT is implemented in software and was previously tested using fault injection simulations [3]. The excessive power is stored in an internal Li-Ion single cell 2600mAh battery. The PPLD-PSU has the possibility to warm up the battery using the attached heating resistor. The PPLD-PSU has two DS18B20 digital temperature sensors. One is mounted on the main PCB, while another measures the temperature of the Li-Ion battery. These temperatures can be monitored and in the case of too low temperature of the battery some anomaly appropriate commands can be issued from the Earth, e.g. warming in the case of too low temperature of the battery.

One of the Polish experiments controlled by the PPLD-PSU is BEACON. This is a kind of radio beacon providing downlink communication to Earth using the Morse code signal at 2,4GHz. The PPLD-PSU turns it on and provides the data to be sent. Another experiment is RAD. It is a small PCB comprising an FPGA device and various memory chips. Its purpose is to monitor and check radiation effects on space. The PPLD-PSU task is to provide power and periodic requesting RAD for data to be send to Earth. The remaining two experiments are MAB and L&RA. These are one shot electromechanical devices testing methods of deploying various equipment (mostly antennas) in space. PPLD-PSU is responsible for starting experiments, measuring their deployment time and storing collected data for queries from the Earth. The power for all tests is provided from a Li-Ion battery using 5V and 3V3 DC/DC converters. They comprise software on/off function and over current protection. More information on experiments can be found in [6].

3. Software reprogramming

Remote software update was implemented in the PPLD-PSU subsystem to improve dependability and assure flexiblity of the internal software. There was another practical reason of this approach which is the lack of a programming interface after integration of the satellite. During extensive testing some software modifications may be necessary and therefore disassembly of some parts may be needed to allow reprogramming without this feature.

The PPLD-PSU uses small piece of a program (called bootloader) located in the dedicated FLASH section of ATmega128L, for reprogramming function. For security reason this part of the program memory is hardware write-protected and cannot be modified by the microcontroller itself. This reprogramming approach requires cold start using reset to load a new program code. First of all, the update file (typically 15-20kB) must be loaded to the temporary buffer in the nonvolatile FLASH memory. It is loaded in 64-byte pieces, frame by frame using the communication protocol of the main satellite. The protocol itself provides acknowledgement and frame checksum for reliable data transmission. File uploading can be resumed in any time in case of communication problems. When the data transfer is completed, the software update flag is set for the bootloader to request reprogramming procedure after the next reset of the microcontroller.

The bootloader flow control is presented in Fig 2. At first it checks update request flag and checksum of the uploaded file. Meeting these requirement causes the FLASH memory reprogramming with a new code and clearing the update flag. The bootloader is then restarted and now it checks CRC of the FLASH memory before executing the main program. Checksum mismatch causes checking the integrity of the emergency program image stored in internal EEPROM memory. Meeting the condition causes the reprogramming of the FLASH memory with emergency application. It supports only basic functions and provides essential communication commands to load the new program image to RAM and try to update again. Having both main and emergency applications corrupted, the bootloader takes the risk of running the damaged code. This is the last thing we can do in this situation to rescue the subsystem.

The bootloader flow control is presented in Fig 2. At first it checks update request flag and checksum of the uploaded file. Meeting these requirement causes the FLASH memory reprogramming with a new code and clearing the update flag. The bootloader is then restarted and now it checks CRC of the FLASH memory before executing the main program. Checksum mismatch causes checking the integrity of the emergency program image stored in internal EEPROM memory. Meeting the condition causes the reprogramming of the FLASH memory with emergency application. It supports only basic functions and provides essential communication commands to load the new program image to RAM and try to update again. Having both main and emergency applications corrupted, the bootloader takes the risk of running the damaged code. This is the last thing we can do in this situation to rescue the subsystem.

Fig. 1. PPLD-PSU subsystem overview
Rys. 1. Zarys systemu PPLD-PSU

Fig. 2. PPLD-PSU bootloader flow control
Rys. 2. Schemat działania bootloadera podsystemu PPLD-PSU
4. Fault handling mechanisms

Designing PPLD dependability issues were taken into account. The satellite will work on LEO (Low Earth Orbit) and therefore we may expect some radiation effects like SRAM memory bit-flips, latch-ups and slow degradation of electronic components. To overcome negative influence of space environment on the PPLD operation, some special mechanisms have been introduced.

First of all ATmega128L internal watchdog is used for software anti-hang protection. It is set permanently and cannot be disabled from the software. The watchdog timeout is set to 0.2s, which is triple the time of the main control loop. Additionally, periodical refreshments of key configuration registers are performed. This should prevent communication interfaces and microcontroller outputs from abnormal operation. Moreover, we have included various error detection mechanisms, e.g. related to transmission. All detected errors as well as initiated restarts are logged and can be read remotely. To evaluate transient fault occurrence during satellite operation, we have allotted some areas in RAM and FRAM with fixed patterns. These areas are checked periodically to detect bit-flips and report them in the error logs.

Special care must be taken to one shot mechanical experiments (MAB and L&A). Unexpected activation can waste many hours of hard work of our colleagues. A double software activation mechanism has been implemented. To start a selected experiment, an arming command must be issued prior to the real execution command. Lack of this first step causes blocking the second first step command.

Mechanical experiments are also protected against unexpected activation by accidental output state changes. To start each of them, a 5V DC/DC converter must be activated and the power switch must be on. These two controlling outputs are independent therefore are unlikely to switch accidentally at the same time.

5. PPLD-PSU testing

Environmental interactions with the space equipment are of various origin [2], including mechanical stresses (acoustic shocks and vibration during launch), thermal stresses (heat dissipation in vacuum only by conduction and radiation, no convection) and radiation influence (long term effects related to total dose and single event effects). This experience will be used in developing more efficient fault handling mechanisms.

In order to achieve high space equipment survivability, given the fact that devices operate in harsh environmental conditions, special attention has to be paid to test campaigns. In typical approaches, tests can be divided into two categories: qualification tests and acceptance tests. The qualification tests are performed in conditions far exceeding those envisioned in baseline operation specification (by even 25-50% margin). Their main goal is to understand the system behavior in wide conditions range that may be present during normal operation (failures, loss of control) or during abnormal operation in wide conditions range that may be present during normal operation (failures, loss of control).

The qualification tests are often considered as destructive, which aim at finding the limits of the designed equipment and therefore ensure confidence in seamless operation in a typical environment. On the other hand, the acceptance test cannot exceed the equipment nominal operating conditions, as are performed on real devices. It is set permanently and cannot be disabled from the software. The watchdog timeout is set to 0.2s, which is triple the time of the main control loop. Additionally, periodical refreshments of key configuration registers are performed. This should prevent communication interfaces and microcontroller outputs from abnormal operation. Moreover, we have included various error detection mechanisms, e.g. related to transmission. All detected errors as well as initiated restarts are logged and can be read remotely. To evaluate transient fault occurrence during satellite operation, we have allotted some areas in RAM and FRAM with fixed patterns. These areas are checked periodically to detect bit-flips and report them in the error logs.

Special care must be taken to one shot mechanical experiments (MAB and L&A). Unexpected activation can waste many hours of hard work of our colleagues. A double software activation mechanism has been implemented. To start a selected experiment, an arming command must be issued prior to the real execution command. Lack of this first step command causes blocking the second first step command.

Mechanical experiments are also protected against unexpected activation by accidental output state changes. To start each of them, a 5V DC/DC converter must be activated and the power switch must be on. These two controlling outputs are independent therefore are unlikely to switch accidentally at the same time.

The development PPLD-PSU subsystem has been thoroughly tested and is ready for launching (planned in the middle of this year). It is based on COTS elements and equipped with software based procedures for handling faults and perform remote software reconfiguration if needed. Moreover, it has been equipped also with some circuits and controlling software to collect information on occurring anomalous events in the space. In particular, this will allow us to collect some experience on possible risks, etc. It is worth noting that design, implementation (assembly) and testing of the subsystem have been done in accordance with the spacecraft systems engineering rules [2]. These rules cover the analysis of the environment and mission, the detailed examination of subsystem elements. In particular, this includes mechanical, electrical and thermal aspects.

Further research will relate to observations of the operating satellite on the orbit. In particular, we hope to collect the data on fault statistics related to transmissions, restarts, disturbed memory cells, etc. This experience will be used in developing more efficient fault handling mechanisms.

6. Conclusion

The developed PPLD-PSU subsystem has been thoroughly tested and is ready for launching (planned in the middle of this year). It is based on COTS elements and equipped with software based procedures for handling faults and perform remote software reconfiguration if needed. Moreover, it has been equipped also with some circuits and controlling software to collect information on occurring anomalous events in the space. In particular, this will allow us to collect some experience on possible risks, etc. It is worth noting that design, implementation (assembly) and testing of the subsystem have been done in accordance with the spacecraft systems engineering rules [2]. These rules cover the analysis of the environment and mission, the detailed examination of subsystem elements. In particular, this includes mechanical, electrical and thermal aspects.

Further research will relate to observations of the operating satellite on the orbit. In particular, we hope to collect the data on fault statistics related to transmissions, restarts, disturbed memory cells, etc. This experience will be used in developing more efficient fault handling mechanisms.
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